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This is our village Sadoori, it was utterly
wiped out due to a recent flash flood on
the morning of 25th July 2022. At first, we
received a call from a town a few Km
away informing us about high flash
flooding waves coming toward Sadoori.
This news was spread over the village
within minutes but flood waves were
destructive and reached Sadoori Village
within a few minutes destroying
everything in its village. 
Rushing towards the main highway to
save ourselves, we saw our homes,
valuables, crops, and livestock drowning
and getting destroyed. We have lost
everything we have built; we cannot cook
or even make a temporary shelter due to
uncertain weather conditions. 
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Villager from Sadoori Goth, Lasbela

Sadoori Goth Aerial View 

While most of us see a tree with household
stuff hanging, this stuff belongs to a family in
Bijarani Goth, Lasbela. When they heard
about a flood coming towards their goth,
they tried to save some helpful/expensive
items but didn't realize the water was above
their house levels

A one room shelter with washroom and outer kitchen area: destroyed

Donation and Zakat Call: 03461117771 Donate Online at www.hands.org.pk



As soon as our emergency response center triggered, we managed to reach out to the families for rescue. Later we
shared the Flood Relief Appeal with all of you to support us in reaching out to the families in distress and in need.
With your support, we have been able to provide ration supplies to 1,000 families, installed 02 water filtration units, and
provided kitchen utensils for families to at least fulfill their basic needs. - Dr. Shaikh Tanveer Ahmed, Chief Executive
HANDS

HANDS Flood Relief Work
Since the 2005 earthquake in the Northern
Belt of Pakistan, HANDS has responded to
every minor or major disaster in the country.
With our widespread network of Community-
Based Organizations and Rural Offices across
the country, we were informed about the flash
flooding and its destruction in the districts of
Balochistan. Almost 8,146 families have lost
their hard-earned homes/ shelters in Pakistan.
More than 30,000 homes have been partially
damaged. 200 families have lost their loved
ones, either missing or dead. In addition 60
bridges and 2,441 KM sections of roads have
been affected.
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DONATE NOW

Please support us in the next phase of rehabilitation. Donate or give in kind to help us build shelters, provide
NFIs and Hygiene Kits and Initiate Interest-Free Loans programs for our brothers and sisters' new beginning.

Call or WhatsApp us at 03461117771 

Donate from USA Donate via EasyPaisa Donate via Bank Apps

Relief Work Monitoring by Chief Executive HANDS

https://hands.org.pk/donate-online/
https://i-care-foundation.org/charity/hands/

